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ABSTRACT
The proportional-integral-derivative controller or commonly known as PID
Controller has been widely used in the industries since the 1940s and remains the
most often used today. In this project, PID Controller of an Inverted Pendulum
System is optimized using Genetic Algorithms (GA) approach. Currently, the
Inverted Pendulum System as available in the laboratory is controlled by PID
Controller. However, ample time is required by the pendulum to change its position
from downward to upright and to be stabilized. Therefore, GA will be applied to
overcome this problem. The main objective of this project is to find the optimum
stable point, which is the optimum value ofKP, K} andKD of the PIDController using
GA approach. The second objective of this project is to reduce the time required for
the pendulum to be stabilized. In order to complete this project, a few stages need to
be carried out. The stages include problem identification, research on GA, understand
the principle of PID Controller and Inverted Pendulum, obtain stable region, create
GA coding via MATLAB and conduct test on the real Inverted Pendulum System.
Before optimization technique using GA can be applied, the stable region for the
desired system needs to be obtained first. In this project, Nyquist Stability Criterion is
utilized to obtain the stable region. Once the stable region is obtain, GA is then been
applied where the optimum value of KP, Ki and KD within the stable region are
determined. For this project, MATLAB Software and Double Inverted Pendulum
Trainer are required. Therefore, the understanding on those software and hardware
are vital.
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1.1 Background of Study
This report presents the utilization of GA approach to optimize the PID controller for
the Double Inverted Pendulum System. In other words, the effectiveness of PID
Controller will be enhanced using GA. Currently, PID controller is used to stabilize
the inverted pendulum. However, in order to improve the performance, GA will be
applied for optimization purpose. This section isdivided into three subsections which
mainly discussed about the optimization technique, inverted pendulum system and a
brief introduction on the GA.
1.1.1 Introduction to optimization technique
Optimization can be defined as making something function at its best or most
effective, or to use something to its best advantage. According to a book entitled
"Applied Optimization with MATLAB Programming by P. Venkayaraman,
optimization isa branch ofmathematics which is concerned with finding maxima and
minima of reai-valued functions.
GA is one of the optimization techniques used to enhance the performance of a
system. With this technique, the best value for the objective function will be
determined and hence it is also referred as the global optimum solution. Before the
optimization process can be done, the basic principle of the Inverted Pendulum
System and fundamental theory ofGA need to be understood.
1.1.2 Principle ofInverted Pendulum
The inverted pendulum system is made up of a cart on top of which a pole is pivoted
as shown in Figure 1. As mentioned before, GA is going to be applied to optimize
the PID controller in order to find the optimum stable point of the Inverted Pendulum.










Figure 1 Inverted Pendulum
mass of the cart
mass of the pendulum
inertia of the pendulum
force applied to the cart
friction of the cart
length to pendulum center of mass
pendulum angle from vertical
cart position coordinate
Initially, the inverted pendulum is pointing downward where rod hangs beneath the
track. In order to self-erect the rod, the motor driven cart moves back and forth along
the track. Once the rod of the pendulum rod is upwardly erect, the cart modifies its
position as needed to balance the rod. Determination of the position of the cart on the
track and angle of the rod are detected by two separatequadrature encoders. A weight
which mounts on the cart must be used with the system in the self-erecting mode. If
the weight is not used, the centrifugal force created by the swinging pendulum will
cause the cart to lift off the track. Whenever disturbance is applied to the pendulum,
the cart will be moving back and forth to stabilize the pendulum.
1.1.3 Introduction to Genetic Algorithm (GA)
GA is a useful search algorithm which is used for optimizing solutions to problems;
especially those that are analytically intractable. GA is based on the mechanics of
natural selection and natural genetics [1]. Basically, all living organisms consist of
cells. In each cell there is the same set of chromosomes, which are the strings of
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and serve as a model for the organism. A chromosome
consists of genes, blocks of DNA and each gene encodes a trait, for example colour
of eyes [2]. In GA terminology, chromosomes can be said as string (solution) while
genes are the feature or character of the solution.
In finding solution using GA, a few steps need to be taken. The steps involves are:
1. Population (set of potential solutions) need to be created. Each member of this
set is called individual and evaluation need to be done upon them.
2. The fitness of each individual need to be calculated. The score that an
individual achieves at performing the required task is called its fitness.
3. Selection is then performed. One of the popular selection algorithms is the
"Roulette Wheel" [3]. A simple spin of Roulette Wheel yields new offspring.
As in figure below, Chromosome 1 has the highest value of fitness and has





Figure 2 Roulette Wheel Selection
4. Once selection is finished, crossover is performed. There are three types of
crossover which are Single Point Crossover, Multiple Point Crossover and
Uniform Crossover. For Uniform Crossover, if bit of Mask is 1, Child 1 and
Child 2 will follow the bit of Parent 1 and 2 respectively and vice versa if the
bit of Mask is 0.








Child 1 101 10010
Child 2 110 11100
Single Point Crossover Uniform Crossover
5. The next operation that occurs is mutation, the random changing of bits
in the chromosome. If mutation occurs to bit 1, the resulting bit is 0 and vice
versa.
before mutation 0 1110 0 110 10
after mutati on 0 115 0 0 110 10
Figure 3 Effect of mutation in GA
Step 3 until 5 will be repeated until the termination criteria is satisfied. The steps
involved in realizing GA can be summarized in a flowchart as in Appendix A. For a
clearer understanding, please refer to Appendix A.
1.2 Problem Statement
Currently, PID Controller is used to stabilize the inverted pendulum available in the
laboratory. However, ample of time is required by the pendulum to change its
position, from pointing downward to pointing upright and stabilized if PID Controller
is utilized. Therefore, a mean of searching the best value for PID parameters, which is
the optimum point need to be developed in order to reduce the time taken by the
pendulum.
1.3 Objectives
The objectives of this project are:
• To study and understand the behavior of current PID Controller for Inverted
Pendulum System
• To understand the principle of GA
• To find optimum stable point for Inverted Pendulum by using GA approach
• To reduce the time required by the pendulum to erect and stabilize
1.4 Scope of Study
The student will be concentrating on the GA to optimize PID Controller of the
inverted pendulum system. The type of pendulum that will be considered is the
Double Inverted Pendulum as available in the laboratory. A period of two semesters
is allocated for this project. In the first semester, the student is required to carry out
research, where the student need to have the understanding of GA and how it can be
applied to find the optimum stable point for the inverted pendulum system. The
design and implementation phase will be conducted in the second semester. The
second semester is also allocated for the testing process upon the Double Inverted
Pendulum System in the laboratory.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY
2.1 Literature Review
By referring to a book entitled 'A FirstCourse ofFuzzy andNeural Control" [4], the
author explained an example of PID Controller used for the Inverted Pendulum
System. Similar to the Inverted Pendulum available in the laboratory, PID Controller
is used for controlling purpose. However, the Inverted Pendulum requires some time
to change its position which is from pointing downward to upright when using PID
Controller. Therefore, GA will be applied to optimize the PID Controller hence
reducing the time for the Inverted Pendulum to stable.
From a journal entitled "Genetic Algorithms Adaptive Control for under actuated
System" [5], written by Faical Mnif and Jawhar Ghommem, GA had been applied to
stabilize a whirling pendulum. Whirling pendulum in this case is a system consisting
of Inverted Pendulum connected to an arm rotating within a horizontal plane.
Ajournal entitled "Stabilization ofInverted Pendulum by the Genetic Algorithm " by
Safaai Deris, Sigeru Omatu and Katsuhide Kitagawa had also been referred. The
journal is basically on the usage of GA to find parameter values for neural network
and initial value of PID gain. The main idea of this journal is tune the PID gain by
using neural networkto stabilize the inverted pendulum. In this case, the initial values
of PID gain which are KP, Kj and KD and also the connection weight for the neural
network need to be identified. These values are solved using the GA.
Firstly, the GA is applied to attain the initial value of KP, K] and Kq. The GA
procedures are applied to obtain the values for PID gains. The PID gains are encoded
into 8 bits strings as follows:
01010110 I01000011 I11010101
Kp Kf Kn
The PID gains are limited within [0, 250] while the population size is taken as 20. In
this paper, the stabilization of the inverted pendulum is considered. Thus, the




Where x = cart position and 8 - pendulum angle
Two point crossover is applied in which two digits in the code string are selectedand
the bit strings enclosed by the two digits are exchanged between individuals is
adopted with the crossover probability, Pc of 0.7. The mutation probability, Pm on
the other hand is 0.04. By using MATLAB, the final values of the PID gains obtained
by GA are 7^=216.80, £/ = 42.19 and KD = 72.66.
The initial values of connection weights for the Neural Network are also been
determined using GA. The code of the connection weights is made by encoding each
connection weight by 8 bits string as below:
01001111 | ...| 010100111
Wys Wjk
Where the connection weights Wri and Wjk are limited to [-5, 5]. The population is
taken as 10. Selection is based on the minimization of the fitness function as below:
10000F = l/3
Uniform crossover is applied to find the global minimum. By using uniform
crossover, the suitable digits covered by random masks are exchanged between two
individuals. The crossover probability, Pc used is0.65 while the mutation probability,
Pm is 0.03.
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Figure 5 The fitness value for Figure 3
From the journal, it can be concluded that GA had eased the process of finding the
initial value of KP, K} and KDan& also the initial values of connection weights for the
Neural Network. Besides, GA also provides less time consumption compared to the
trial-and error process.
Another example ofjournal that applying GA is "A Genetic Approach to the Attitude
Control ofan Inverted Pendulum System" by Kyung-Jae Ha and Hak-Man Kim. In
this journal, GA is used for Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) problem to find the
proper weighting matrices (Q and R) and hence to obtain the optimal control gain (K).
In this journal, the population size was chosen to be 100 and the probability
crossover, Pc and probability mutation, Pm are 0.3 and 0.05 respectively while the
sampling period is set to be 0.01 second. In order to avoid significant difference
between the linearized simulation model and the actual system, noises are added to
consider the unstable aspect of the actual system due to modeling error.
The value of Q, R and K can be determined by using MATLAB software as in figure
below. From Figure 5, the best performance index value was found at the 91st
generation. Thus, the value of Q, Rand Kobtained at the 91st generation were used
for the computer simulation using the inverted pendulum.
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Figure 6 Minimum performance index of each generation
In this paper, a new approach to the optimal LQR design which is the GA is
introduced. For the optimal LQR design, one must begin with the choice of proper
weighting matrices Q and R by trial and error. However, the process of choosing the
best matrices can be simplified by using GA.
2.2 Theory
The understanding on PID Controller is necessary as the optimization using GA will
be conducted upon the PID Controller. Basically, proportional-plus-integral-plus-
derivative also commonly known as PID comprises of three mode of controllers
which are Proportional Control, Integral Control and Derivative Control. The
explanation ofeach controller is described as follow:
2.2.1 Proportional Control
The first element of PID control is Proportional control. However, with proportional
control alone, the controller will not bring the process measurement to the setpoint.
The transfer function of Proportional Control is as in (2.1).
Gc(s) = Kc (2.1)
2.2.2 Integral Control
The primary advantage of using Integral mode is its ability to achieve zero steady
state offset. Steady state offset can be referred as the difference between the final
steady state values with the set point. For a good performance, the steady state offset
should be as close as possible to the set point value. Normally, the acceptable value
of steady state error is ±5% of the set point. Equation (2.2) shows the transfer
function of Integral Control.




The derivative term looks at the rate of change of the input and adjusts the output
based on the rate of change. With Derivative Control, fast response can be achieved.
The transfer function of Derivative Control can be stated as in equation (2.3).
GrM = JCc.(l +7>) <23)
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2.2.4 Nyquist Stability Criterion
The Nyquist criterion actually relates the stability of a closed-loop system to the
open-loop frequency response and open-loop location. By referring to a book entitled
"Feedback Control of Dynamic System" written by Gene F. Franklin, 3. David
Powell and Abbas Emami-Naeini, the key concept of the Nyquist stability criterion is
that, the net number of clockwise encirclements, N equals the number of zeros
(closed-loop system roots) in the right half plane (RHP), Z minus the number of
open-loop poles in the RHP, P [11]. This statement can be simplified by the equation
4.1. The system is considered as stable when the value of Z equals to zero.
Z = N + P (2.4)
Where;
Z= number of closed-loop zeros in the RHP
N = number of clockwise encirclement of -1+jO point





The overall methodology for this project can be deduced into the following flowchart.
The details on each procedure are discussed next:
(start)
Problem identification
Conduct research on GA




Test on Inverted Pendulum System
(end)
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Figure 7 Overall Project Flowchart
3.1.1 Problem Identification
The first stage of this project is to identify the core problem for this project. The main
problem arose in this project is that; the inverted pendulum which applies the PID
Controller requires ample time to change its position, from pointing downward to
pointing upright and stabilized. Therefore, a mean of searching the desired point by
consuming less time need to be developed.
3.1.2 Research on GA
Research on GA need to be conducted thoroughly as the student does not have any
background knowledge about GA. Initially, research started with information
gathering on basic principle of GA. The steps involve in applying GA and how it is
applied in solving problems are also been studied.
3.1.3 Understand PID Controller and Inverted Pendulum System
As the objective of this project is to optimize the PID controller for the inverted
pendulum system, hence the student needs to have a strong understanding on the PID
Controller and the Inverted Pendulum. The functionality and characteristics of PID
Controller and Inverted Pendulum are also need to be understood.
A simple system that utilizes the PID Controller can be illustrated in a block diagram
such as in Figure 8. The 'Plant' block represents the system that need to be control.






Figure 8 Block diagram for a system using PID Controller
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Output
As stated in the diagram, C(s) is the PID Controller whose expression is
C(s) =Kp+KDs +^ -
s
(3.1)
In order to implement GA to optimize the PID Controller, the block diagram as in
Figure 8 needs to be modified. The resulting block diagram after the modification is
















Figure 9 Inverted Pendulum system using PID Controller and GA
3.1.4 Obtain stable region ofthe system
Before the GA can be applied, the stable region for the Inverted Pendulum system
needs to be obtained. From the stable region, the allowed value of A>, Kj and Kd that
ensure stability of the system can be determined. The Nyquist Stability Criterion is






Set up the test compensator
*L
Insert the selected test point to the
transfer function
Draw Nyquist Plot and analyze
Calculate gain margin and obtain end
point
Yes
Join all end points to obtain stable
region
(end)
Figure 10 Flowchart for obtaining stable region
The transfer function of the desired system need to be identified first. Then the Test
Compensator comprises of 33 points is set up using MATLAB. 33 points of Test
Compensator is not a fixed value. However, the minimum number test points should
be is 30 points in order to give a clear visualization of the stable region. The test
compensator is represented in 2D where, x-axis represents the KP value while y-axis
shows the Kj value.
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The value of KP and Ki obtained from the Test Compensator is then substituted into
the transfer function. In other word, the Test Compensator is cascaded with the
system represented by the transfer function. Here, a new transfer function will be
obtained. By using the new transfer function, the Nyquist Plot is then been drawn and
analyzed.
The next step is to calculate the gain margin and determine the end point in the stable
region. The same procedures are repeated for other 32 points. At the end, all of the
end point will be joined together to form a bounded region, called stable region. By
changing the value of Kd, another layer of Test Compensator will be created. At the
end, each layer of stable region with the corresponding value ofKdwill be stacked on
top of each other to form the 3D stable region.
3.1.5 Create MA TLAB Coding
GA Coding using MATLAB will be created and the functionality of the coding will
be determined by applying it to the Inverted Pendulum System available in the
laboratory. The student needs to have deep understanding on the GA functions and
tools. The GA programming process is summarized in Figure 11.
3.1.6 Test on Inverted Pendulum Trainer
MATLAB Coding will be applied to the Inverted Pendulum Trainer available in the
laboratory to verify the functionality of the coding. The inverted pendulum should be
able to stabilize and require less time compared to the conventional PID Controller.
16
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Figure 11 Flowchart for online GA programming
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3.2 Tools Required
This project requires the usage of MATLAB 7.0 Software and the Double Inverted
Pendulum System Trainer which is available in the lab. The Double Inverted
Pendulum System comprises of two main requirements which are the hardware and
software requirements. The details for each category are stated as below:
3.2.1 Hardware Requirements
• Pentium personal computer
• RTDAC4/PCIc data acquisition board for controlling the system,
the board should contain FPGA equipped with dedicated logic
design
• Pendulum and cart set-up
• Power interface and wiring allowing electrical connection to the
pendulum set
3.2.2 Software Requirements
• MS Windows 95/98/2000 or Windows XP
MATLAB version 6.x with Simulink to develop the project
Real Time Workshop to generate the code
Real Time Windows Target toolbox




The Inverted Pendulum System consists of a pole mounted on a cart in such a way
that the pole can swing freely in the vertical plane. In order to swing and to balance
the pole, the cart is pushed back and forth on a rail which is driven by a DC motor.
Once the pole ofthe pendulum rod is upwardly erected, the cart modifies its position
as needed to balance the rod. However, if disturbance is applied to the pendulum, the
cart will be moving back and forth to stabilize the pendulum.
The parameters ofthe inverted pendulum which are required to be controlled need to
be clearly identified. There are four main parameters ofthe pendulum that need to be
taken into account. Those parameters are listed as below:
• Cart Position, x
• Cart Velocity, ^
• Pendulum Angle, 0
• Pendulum Velocity,^
Figure 12 illustrates a typical structure of the Inverted Pendulum System. The
pendulum angle, 6 is measured from a vertical line and the cart position, x is
measured from the center of the cart track.
19
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Figure 12 Structure of the inverted pendulum system
The desired value of the parameter for the pendulum to be stable is 6 = 0 and x = 0
respectively. Whenever disturbance is applied to the pendulum, the cart will be
moving back and forth to stabilize the pendulum. This is to ensure that the cart




Figure 13 Cart Pole system
Figure 13 illustrates a typical cart-pole system. By referring to this figure, input force
of w is applied to the cart of mass M. The pendulum is free to rotate without friction
in the plane. The pendulum is of length / and the pendulum mass (m) is assumed to be
concentrated at the end. The equations of motion of this system in terms of the cart
displacement and pendulum angle can be written as:
(M +m)&- mlfo +ml$bosO =u (4.1)
ww&os 0 +ml$=mg sin 9 (4.2)
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The Inverted Pendulum System is designed using MATLAB SIMULINK. From the
above equations, it can be simplified as the equation below. In the SIMULINK, the
system is built using these equations:
m sin 6 - mg sin 0 cos 6 + u
M + ms'm 6




The SIMULINK model of the system is built with u as the input and x as the output.
The state variables as chosen to be x, &, 0, $ and these state variables are used in the
controller. The parameters for the Inverted Pendulum trainer in the lab are tabulated
as in Table 2. Those values, such as the M, m and / are then substituted into the above
equations.
Table 2 Parameters of Double Inverted Pendulum System
NAME DESCRIPTION UNIT
M Equivalent mass of cart and pendulum 0.872kg
L Distance from axis of rotation to centre of mass of system 0.011m
g Gravity 9.81m/s
Pi Control force to PWM signal ratio 9.4N
P2 Control force to cart velocity ratio -0.548Ns/m
mc Equivalent cart mass 0.768kg
mps Pole mass 0.038kg
mpw Load mass 0.014kg
R, Rail length 1.8m
h Length of pole 0.5m
ipii Distance between centre of pole mass and rotation axis 0.107m
la Length of load 0.0 .m
t-pH'O Distance between centre of load mass and rotation axis 0.54m
T Pendulum period 1.17s
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4.2 Performance of current PID Controller
In order to have a clearer understanding on the Inverted Pendulum System, an
experiment had been conducted using the Double Inverted Pendulum Trainer
available in the laboratory. The purpose of having this experiment is to understand
how the pendulum works and observe the output from the system. Once the process
on stabilizing the pendulum is understood, the modification on the existing system




Figure 14 Output from Inverted Pendulum System
The output of the Inverted Pendulum System comprises of six scopes as in Figure 14.
Only four main scopes will be considered in this project, which are the pendulum
position, pendulum velocity, cart position and cart velocity.
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From the scope, we can see that, at certain period of time, the pendulum position and
the cart position has the value of0 respectively. This behavior shows that the Inverted
Pendulum System is in stable condition as 6 = 0 and x = 0. As mentioned before, the
pendulum becomes stable if both 6 and x have zero values. However, the real
Inverted Pendulum System requires some time to be stabilized and it will only be
stable for a few seconds.
4.3 Design Process
Basically, a simple system which utilizes the PID Controller is shown in block
diagram such as in Figure 15. For this project, the system block diagram represents
the Cart Model block diagram, which is the inverted pendulum subsystem. Please











Figure 15 Typical block diagram for a system using PID Controller
For the optimization purpose, GA block will be placed in the Inverted Pendulum
System using PID Controller as in Figure 15. The modified Simulink model after





































Figure 17 Inverted Pendulum Subsystem
Figure 17 illustrates the Inverted Pendulum Subsystem. This system is a standard
Simulink model for any typical Inverted Pendulum System. The User Defined
Function,/^ for the "compute xdotdot' block is given by the equation (4.3) as
mentioned before while the function for 'compute theta_dot_dot' block is determined
by the equation (4.4).
4.4 Obtaining Stable Region
In order to determine the stable region of a system, Nyquist Stability Criterion can be
used. The Nyquistcriterion actually relates the stability of a closed-loop system to the
open-loop frequency response and open-loop location.
The first step to obtain stable region is by determining the transfer function of the











M^ mass of the cart
m = mass of the pendulum
/= inertia of the pendulum
b = friction of the cart
/ = length to pendulum center of mass







The resulting transfer function after substituting the variable values is as below:
0.4635,?
G(s)
53 + 0.5739s2 -3.96525 - 2.2736
(4.6)
The Nyquist plot for the above transfer function can be drawn using MATLAB. The
MATLAB coding to draw the Nyquist plot is attached in the Appendix. The Nyquist
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Figure 19 Impulse Response for G(s)
53 +0.573952 -3.96525-2.2736
By referring to Figure 18 and Figure 19, it can be seen that the system with equation
4.6 is not stable since the transfer function has one positive pole and two negative
poles which are 1.9911, -1.9916 and -0.5733 respectively. The first step to make the
system stable is by adding an integrator to cancel the extra zero at the origin and it
will then have two poles and two zeros at the origin.
Now, there are two poles in the right-halfplane (Z= P + N = 1 + 1). In order to get an
anti-clockwise encirclement (N = -1), a zero is added to the controller. For starter,
zero is placed at -1. However, the encirclement around -1 is still clockwise (N= +1).
Thus, a second zero needs to be added. Yet, the encirclement around -1 is still
clockwise, nevertheless, by adding some gain, the system will become stable by
shifting the Nyquist plot to the left, moving the anti-clockwise circle around -1, so
thatiV=-l.
The resulting transfer function after adding an integrator, two poles and gain are as
below:
G{s) = 10(5+ 1)(5+1)0.463555(53 + 0.57395 - 3.96525 - 2.2736) (4.7)
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Figure 20 Nyquist Plot for G(s) =
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Figure 21 Impulse Response for G(s) = 10(5 + \)(s +1)0.46355j(j3 +0.573952 -3.96525-2.2736)
The next step in finding the stable region is by producing a set of test compensator as
in Figure 19. The test compensator can be obtained using MATLAB. The test
compensator is represented in 2D where, x-axis represents the KP value while y-axis
shows the Kj value. The value of Kd will be represented in z-axis. For each layer of
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Figure 22 Test Compensator
The value of Kp and Kj for Test Compensator, C{s) = Krs + Kl are to be
determined. For explanation purpose, let consider one of the points in test





. This will result the transfer function as in equation 4.8.
(0.755 + 0.25)(4.36552 + 8.735 + 4.365)
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Figure 23 Nyquist Plot for G(s) = (0.755 + 0.25)(4.36552 + 8.735 + 4.365)(5)(53 +0.573952 -3.96525-2.2736)
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(4.8)
From equation 4.8, the Nyquist Plot can be obtained as in Figure 23. The Nyquist
Plot can be analyzed by splitting it into three segments which are from -co to -1.29,
-1.29 to 0 and 0 to oo. From Figure 23, the stability of each segment can be
determined by obtaining the value of Z. From Equation 2.4, the value of Z equals to
the summation of JV and P. In order to achieve stability, Z must be equal to zero. The
analysis of Figure 23 is summarized as in Table 3.
Table 3 Analysis ofNyquist Plot for G{s) =(0-7*+ 0-25X4.365^ 8-73, +4.365)
(j)(53 + 0.5739/ - 3.96525 - 2.2736)
From To P n Z Stability Gains X y Point 1 Point 2
-OO -1.29 0 0 0 Stable 0 0.7752 0.75 0.25 (0,0) (0.5814,
0.1938)
-1.29 0 0 -2 -2 Not stable 0.7752 oo 0.75 0.25
0 GO 0 1 -I Not stable oo 0 0.75 0.25
By referring to Table 3, it can be seen that only the first segment (-co to -1.29) is
considered as stable with the gain of 0 and 0.7752. This segment is stable from (0, 0)
to (0.5814, 0.1938), where the x-coordinate and^coordinate is represented by KP and
K} respectively.
As mentioned before, the analysis that had been discussed before is based on one of
the points in test compensator, which is Kp =0.75 andKj =0.25. Since the test
compensator comprises of 33 points, analysis need to be done on 32 other points.
Towards the end, ail of the final point will be joined together to form a bounded
region, called stable region as in Figure 24.
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Figure 24 Stable region for the InvertedPendulum System
The shaded region is called the stable region for the Inverted Pendulum System with
4.36552 +8.735 + 4.365
the transfer function G(s) = . The allowable values
0.573952 -3.96525-2.2736
of the KP and Ks are simplified as in Table 4.
Table 4 Allowable values ofKP and Kj for the Inverted Pendulum System
TEST COMPENSATOR GAIN STABLE REGION
KP Ki Kp Ki
0 1 2293.578 0 2293.578
0.0625 0.9375 5.952381 0.372024 5.580357
0.125 0.875 3.154574 0.394322 2.760252
0.1875 0.8125 2.283105 0.428082 1.855023
0.25 0.75 1.814882 0.453721 1.361162
0.3125 0.6875 1.526718 0.477099 1.049618
0.375 0.625 1.331558 0.499334 0.832224
0.4375 0.5625 1.189061 0.520214 0.668847
0.5 0.5 1.075269 0.537634 0.537634
0.5625 0.4375 0.990099 0.556931 0.433168
0.625 0.375 0.909091 0.568182 0.340909
0.6875 0.3125 0.840336 0.577731 0.262605
0.75 0.25 0.775194 0.581395 0.193798
0.8125 0.1875 0.719424 0.584532 0.134892
0.875 0.125 0.662252 0.57947 0.082781
0.9375 0.0625 0.60241 0.564759 0.037651
1 0 0.520833 0.520833 0
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4.5 Discussion
The main purpose of developing this project is to optimize the PID Controller for
Inverted Pendulum System. The PID Controller needs to be optimized because of
some reasons. The major reason of optimizing the PID Controller is because; ample
time is required for the Inverted Pendulum to stabilize. The cart of the Inverted
Pendulum is required to move back and forth for quite some time before the stable
region is achieved. Therefore, this project is carried out to enhance the performance
of the PID Controller and hence, reduces the time taken by the pendulum to stabilize.
There are various types of optimization techniques that can be used to optimize a
system. However, in this project, GA is chosen as an optimization technique for
optimizing the PID Controller. GA is preferred because of several reasons. One of the
reasons that lead to the usage of GA is its parallelism, where it travels in a search
space using more individuals so that it is less likely to get stuck in a local extreme
like other methods.
The main concern in this project is to determine the stable region of the Inverted
Pendulum System. Stability is very crucial in any system design. The concept of
stability is so important since every control system must be primarily stable and only
then other properties can be studied [13]. An unstable system cannot be designed for
a specific transient response or steady state requirement [14] and it has no practical
significance.
In this project, the stable region for the Inverted Pendulum System is determined
using Nyquist Stability Criterion. Nyquist Criterion actually relates the stability of a
closed loop system to the open loop frequency response and open-loop location [14].
Besides Nyquist Stability Criterion, other methods that can be used to determine
stability are Routh-Hurwitz Criterion, RootLocus technique andLyapunov Stability.
The first step that needs to be taken in obtaining stable region for a system is to
determine the transfer function of the system. In this project, the transfer function for
the Inverted Pendulum System is quite impossible to obtain. According to Mr. A
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Turnau, the Chief Executive of INTECO, the inverted pendulum system is a
nonlinear system therefore the transfer function does not exist. However, if the
system is linearized, the system will have one positive root among four roots.
The process of determining the transfer function of Inverted Pendulum System is very
complicated. Thus, the transfer function of a typical Inverted Pendulum System is
considered in this project. However, the real values for parameters of the Inverted
Pendulum System are usedand substituted in the typical transfer function.
The stable region of the Inverted Pendulum System is very important since it has a
great relation to GA. The allowable values of KP and K} in the stable region are
essential in order to determine the population, which is the first step in GA
implementation. Only then, the process of selection, crossover and mutation will take





As a conclusion, GA is one of the methods that can be used to optimize the
performance of a system [7]. GA is chosen as the optimization technique for PID
Controller because of several reasons. In contrast with other optimization techniques,
GA operates on entire populations of candidate solutions in parallel. In fact, the
parallel nature of a GA's stochastic search is one of the main strengths of the genetic
approach. This parallel nature implies that GA is much more likely to locate a global
peak because it is much less likely to get stuck at local optima.
In this project, GA is utilized to optimize PID Controller for the Double Inverted
Pendulum System. Before the GA can be applied, the stable region of the system
needs to be identified first. Nyquist Stability Criterion is one of the convenient ways
in obtaining stable region. Once the stable region is obtained in 2-Dimension, GA can
be applied to search for the optimum point within the stable region. By obtaining the
optimum stable point, the values for KPt K{ and KD for PID Controller can be
determined.
The first two objectives of this project had successfully achieved by the student. The
student is able to study and understand the behavior of current PID Controller for
Inverted Pendulum System. Experiment on the Inverted Pendulum System available
in the lab had been conducted and the performance of the PID Controller had been
identified.
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Thorough research had been conducted on the principle of GA. By performing this
project, the student is now able to understand the basic principle of GA and how it is
implemented. It is an advantage for the student to have the knowledge on GA since
this artificial intelligence has a great prospect in the future.
However, the student is still working on the implementation of GA. Once the
optimization technique using GA is successful, the time required by the pendulum to
erect and stabilize will be reduced and hence improving the performance of PID
Controller.
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5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
It is recommended that Graphic User Interface (GUI) for the GA to be implemented
in this project. The main reason of having GUI is to make GA more user-friendly and
convenient to the user.
It is also recommended that the PID Controller together with GA will be tested on the
real Inverted Pendulum available in the laboratory. The testing process is to make
sure that the control design together with the MATLAB coding is functioning. This is
the final step in completing the project. If the designed controller is succeeded on the
real Inverted Pendulum, this project can be described as successful.
With the success of this project, the Inverted Pendulum System can be replaced by a
more complex system such as a Multi Input Multi Output (MIMO) system. GA can
be applied to the system as an optimization technique in order to enhance the
performance of the system.
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APPENDIX B.l STRUCTURE OF INVERTED PENDULUM
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APPENDIX B.2 DOUBLE INVERTED PENDULUM SYSTEM
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PENDULUM SYSTEM
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APPENDIX B.3 PARAMETERS OF DOUBLE INVERTED
PENDULUM SYSTEM
NAME DESCRIPTION UNIT
U Equivalent mass of cart and pendulum 0.872kg
L Distance from axis of rotation to centre of mass of system 0.011m
f Dynamic cart friction of the cart 0.5Ns/m
fs Static friction of cart 1.203N
fp Rotational friction coefficient 6.65x10'^ms/rad




Pi Control force to PWM signal ratio 9.4N
P2 Control force to cart velocity ratio -0.548Ns/m
Upiax Maximum value of PWM signal 0.5
mc Equivalent cart mass 0.768kg
mpx Pole mass 0.038kg
mpw Load mass 0.014kg
R, Rail length 1.8m
lP Length of pole 0.5m
lpo Distance between centre of pole mass and rotation axis 0.107m
h Length of load O.O.m
Ipwu Distance between centre of load mass and rotation axis 0.54m
T Pendulum period 1.17s
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APPENDIX C.2 M FILE FOR NYQUIST PLOT
numg = conv([0.75 0.25], [0.4635 0]);
deng = conv([l 0], [1 0.5739 -3.9652 -2.2736]);
G = tf (numg,deng)
Nyquist (G);
APPENDIX C.3 M FILE FOR GA
%Decimal to Binary Algorithm
function b2 = bl0to2(b!0,bits)
%converts base 10 base 2






bit_count = bit_count + bits(i);



















function [x,coarse] = decode(gen,vlb,vub,bits)










xl = ones(gen_row,l)*vlb + (gen8pow_mat).8inc;
x = round(xl);
%Encoding Algorithm
%This function is to encode a non-binary parameters to the binary
%parameters.
%This code is taken from Mathwork Inc.

















function [new_gen,mutated] = mutate(old_gen,Pm)
%Mutation Operators
%This code was originated by Mathwork Inc.
mutated = find(rand(size(old_gen))<Pm);
new_gen = o!d_gen;
new_gen(muated) = 1- old_gen(mutated);
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% Crossover Algorithm




for 1 = llength(sites),




function [new_gen, selected] = reproduc(o!d_gen,fitness)
%Reproduction Operators
%This code is originated from Mathwork Inc.
norm_fit = fitness/sum(fitness);
selected = rand(size( fitness));
sum_fit = 0;
for i=l:length(fitness);
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